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Abstract
Age-related decline in visual search performance has been associated with different patterns of activation in frontoparietal regions
using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), but whether these age-related effects represent specific influences of target
and distractor processing is unclear. Therefore, we acquired event-related fMRI data from 68 healthy, community-dwelling adults
ages 18–78 years, during both conjunction (T/F target among rotated Ts and Fs) and feature (T/F target amongOs) search. Some
displays contained a color singleton that could correspond to either the target or a distractor. A diffusion decision analysis
indicated age-related increases in sensorimotor response time across all task conditions, but an age-related decrease in the rate
of evidence accumulation (drift rate) was specific to conjunction search. Moreover, the color singleton facilitated search perfor-
mance when occurring as a target and disrupted performance when occurring as a distractor, but only during conjunction search,
and these effects were independent of age. The fMRI data indicated that decreased search efficiency for conjunction relative to
feature search was evident as widespread frontoparietal activation. Activation within the left insula mediated the age-related
decrease in drift rate for conjunction search, whereas this relation in the FEF and parietal cortex was significant only for
individuals younger than 30 or 44 years, respectively. Finally, distractor singletons were associated with significant parietal
activation, whereas target singletons were associated with significant frontoparietal deactivation, and this latter effect increased
with adult age. Age-related differences in frontoparietal activation therefore reflect both the overall efficiency of search and the
enhancement from salient targets.
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Case studies of patients with brain damage (Eglin et al., 1991;
Friedman-Hill et al., 2003) and functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) studies of healthy adults (Corbetta et al., 2008;
Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Nobre & Mesulam, 2014;
Shulman et al., 2003; Vossel et al., 2014) have implicated
widely distributed frontoparietal brain regions in attentional
control during visual search. These regions include a dorsal
network, including the frontal eye field (FEF), posterior parietal
cortex, and intraparietal sulcus, involved in top-down guidance
based on task goals, and a ventral network, including the

anterior cingulate cortex, anterior insula, and temporoparietal
junction, which responds to unexpected events and triggers
shifts of attention. Several studies have reported increased ac-
tivation of dorsal frontoparietal regions during conjunction
search (when targets and distractors share features) relative to
feature search (when targets and distractors do not share
features; Corbetta et al., 1995; Donner et al., 2000; Wei et al.,
2011). Dorsal frontoparietal activation may reflect specific fea-
ture binding processes (Donner et al., 2002; Kristjánsson &
Egeth, 2020; Pollmann et al., 2014), but also the more general
dimension of task difficulty and the continuum of search effi-
ciency between the feature and conjunction search conditions
(Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Ischebeck et al., 2021; Nobre
et al., 2003; Remington et al., 2021; Wei et al., 2009; Wolfe,
2014; Wolfe & Horowitz, 2004).

Target identification can be enhanced when the target has
increased salience, from either bottom-up (featural) or top-
down (cognitive) sources (Proulx, 2007; Theeuwes, 2010),
and this improvement in target identification is associated
with significant deactivation, particularly in FEF (Liu &
Pleskac, 2011; Madden, Parks, Tallman, Boylan, Hoagey,
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Cocjin, Johnson, et al., 2017a; Madden, Siciliano, et al.,
2020b), analogous to priming effects (Henson, 2003; Lustig
& Buckner, 2004; Schacter et al., 2007). Whereas a salient
target improves performance, salient distractor items often
interfere with performance, by capturing attention that could
otherwise be devoted to target identification (Theeuwes, 2014;
Yantis, 1996). The interfering effects of a distractor can be
suppressed, especially when targets are predictable, and when
spatial filtering or other top-down strategies are available
(Geng et al., 2019; Leber & Egeth, 2006; Ruthruff &
Gaspelin, 2018; Stilwell & Gaspelin, 2021; Wöstmann et al.,
2022). But suppression is less effective when distractors are
either previously presented targets (Gaspelin et al., 2019) or
occur with an abrupt onset (Adams et al., 2022). Functional
neuroimaging studies indicate that, in contrast to target en-
hancement, distractor interference is typically associated with
increased dorsal frontoparietal activation (Akyurek et al.,
2010; de Fockert et al., 2004; Geng et al., 2006).

The current investigation aimed to assess age-related dif-
ferences (and similarities) in the functional brain activation
associated with target enhancement and distractor interference
during visual search. The efficiency of visual attention, and
the associated pattern of functional brain activation, varies as a
function of adult age (Kramer & Madden, 2008; Madden,
2007; Madden & Monge, 2019). Behavioral studies have es-
tablished that visual search performance declines as a function
of increasing age, especially during conjunction search, which
relies on the discrimination of target and distractor features, as
well as the inhibition of information not relevant to target
identification (Hommel et al., 2004; Humphrey & Kramer,
1997; Madden et al., 1996; Plude & Doussard-Roosevelt,
1989; Rabbitt, 2017). Functional MRI studies have further
established that decreasing search efficiency (e.g., dividing
attention among spatial locations, increasing the difficulty of
target identification) typically leads to greater activation of
dorsal frontoparietal regions for older adults, relative to youn-
ger adults (Dennis & Cabeza, 2008; Eyler et al., 2011;
Madden et al., 2005; Madden & Monge, 2019; Spreng et al.,
2010). Age-related increases in frontoparietal activation may
represent a compensatory recruitment of neural resources or a
more general level of task difficulty and effort (Cabeza et al.,
2018; Dennis & Cabeza, 2008; Park & Reuter-Lorenz, 2009;
Reuter-Lorenz & Park, 2014).

Age-related differences in the component processes of vi-
sual search, however, such as target enhancement and
distractor interference, are less consistent. Age-related decline
in fluid cognition, the ability to process and integrate novel
information in a speed-dependent manner, has long been a
theme of behavioral studies of attention and working memory
(Lustig et al., 2007; Rey-Mermet & Gade, 2018; Salthouse,
1996; Salthouse &Madden, 2007). Consistent with this, some
behavioral indices of distraction or attentional capture from
irrelevant information are magnified for older adults

(Cashdollar et al., 2013; Kane et al., 1994; Kramer et al.,
2000; Mevorach et al., 2016). But in other reports, the specific
effects for target and distractor features in visual search per-
formance are comparable across adult age (Madden, 2007;
McAvinue et al., 2012; Pratt & Bellomo, 1999; Rey-Mermet
& Gade, 2018; Wiegand & Wolfe, 2020). Similarly,
frontoparietal activation associated with distracting informa-
tion, during visual target identification, has been found to be
increased for older relative to younger adults (Geerligs et al.,
2014; Nielson et al., 2002). In contrast, activation for other
target- and distractor-related components of search perfor-
mance do not vary significantly as a function of adult age
(Ashinoff et al., 2020; Madden et al., 2014; Madden,
Spaniol, Whiting, et al., 2007b).

A complicating, but theoretically important, issue is
that the relation between behavioral target and distractor
effects and activation may vary with age, even when the
individual behavioral or activation effect is constant with
age. Madden, Parks, Tallman, Boylan, Hoagey, Cocjin,
Johnson, et al. (2017a), for example, found that in a con-
junction search task (with color × orientation targets), the
addition of a salient feature (size) to the target was asso-
ciated with both faster target identification and greater
target-related frontoparietal deactivation. This enhance-
ment of target identification for size-singleton targets, in
both reaction time (RT) and activation, was constant as a
function of adult age, but increasing age was associated
with an increased correlation between the size singleton
effect in FEF activation and search RT. In a feature search
task (Madden, Siciliano, et al., 2020b), the presence of a
response-compatible distractor was associated with FEF/
parietal deactivation and improved target identification,
consistent with the Madden, Parks, Tallman, Boylan,
Hoagey, Cocjin, Johnson, et al. (2017a) finding for con-
junction search. The correlation between activation and
search performance, however, for target enhancement dur-
ing feature search, did not vary as a function of adult age
in Madden, Siciliano, et al. (2020b). Thus, the coupling
between search-related activation and search performance
may vary across the adult life span, depending on the
complexity of task demands.

A challenge in interpreting these previous investiga-
tions of fMRI activation and visual search is that the
previous studies vary along several dimensions, including
the nature of the task (e.g., present/absent target detection
vs. target discrimination), the efficiency of the target
identification (e.g., conjunction vs. feature search) and
the nature of the salient features (e.g., size vs. response
compatibility). Here, we investigated age-related differ-
ences in target enhancement and distractor interference,
when the target discrimination (T vs. F) was constant
across different levels of search efficiency (conjunction
vs. feature search), and within each search condition, a
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salient display item (a color singleton) could contribute to
either target enhancement or distractor interference.
Displays without a color singleton were also included to
better isolate the target- and distractor-related effects. The
different display types derived from these independent var-
iables were presented randomly within fMRI runs, so that
the effects would not be influenced by expectation for a
particular display type. We assessed visual search perfor-
mance using the diffusion decision model of RT in two-
choice response tasks (Dutilh et al., 2019; Ratcliff et al.,
2016; Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008; Voss, Nagler, & Lerche,
2013a; Wagenmakers et al., 2007), which distinguishes the
rate of evidence accumulation (drift rate) from visual sen-
sory encoding and motor processes (nondecision time) and
cautiousness (boundary separation). The application of me-
diation analyses, within ordinary linear regression (Hayes,
2013; Hayes & Rockwood, 2017), allowed us to estimate
the influence of activation on the relation between age and
search performance. By sampling age as a continuous var-
iable from 18 to 78 years of age, we could also estimate a
particular point within the age span at which potentially
moderating effects of age may occur.

This study represents the first direct comparison of age-
related differences in fMRI activation for conjunction
search relative to feature search. Extending prior reports
of age-related differences in frontoparietal activation
(Dennis & Cabeza, 2008; Eyler et al., 2011; Madden
et al., 2005; Madden & Monge, 2019; Spreng et al.,
2010), we expected to observe an age-related increase in
conjunction search-related activation, reflecting older
adults’ allocation of additional attentional resources in re-
sponse to decreased search efficiency. In addition, we hy-
pothesized that frontoparietal activation would mediate the
relation between age and search performance, particularly
the age-related decrease in the rate of evidence accumula-
tion (drift rate) associated with conjunction search relative
to feature search.

Finally, we anticipated that specific effects of the color
singleton in both the behavioral and activation measures of
target enhancement and distractor interference, as well as the
relation between these measures, would be particularly evi-
dentduringconjunction search.Color singleton targets should
decrease activation, representing the enhancement of behav-
ioral target identification (Liu & Pleskac, 2011; Madden,
Parks, Tallman, Boylan, Hoagey, Cocjin, Johnson, et al.,
2017a; Madden, Siciliano, et al., 2020b), whereas attentional
capture from distractor singletons should increase activation
and impair search performance (Akyurek et al., 2010; de
Fockert et al., 2004; Geng et al., 2006). These specific com-
ponents of search may not vary significantly with adult age
(Ashinoff et al., 2020;Madden et al., 2014;Madden, Spaniol,
Whiting, et al., 2007b). However, we hypothesized that the
relation between the activation effects for the target and

distractor singletons and the drift diffusionmeasures of search
performance, especially drift rate, would increase as a func-
tion of adult age (Geerligs et al., 2014; Madden, Parks,
Tallman, Boylan, Hoagey, Cocjin, Johnson, et al., 2017a).

Materials and methods

Participants

This study was conducted in compliance with the Code of
Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of
Helsinki) for experiments involving humans and with the
Institutional Review Board for Duke University Medical
Center. Each participant provided informed consent and was
compensated for participation.

All participants reported that they had completed at least a
high school education and were free of major neurological
(e.g., epilepsy, stroke) or medical (e.g., diabetes, emphysema,
uncontrolled hypertension) conditions. Testing comprised two
sessions, the first of which was sensory and psychometric
testing, and the second of which was the MRI scanning, com-
pleted approximately 1 month later (median time between ses-
sions = 30 days). Ninety-eight healthy, community-dwelling
individuals between 18 and 84 years of age completed the
initial screening session. This first session was approximately
2 hr. in duration and included a battery of cognitive, neuro-
psychological, and visual tests to screen for cognitive impair-
ment, depression, and visual acuity, as well as a practice ver-
sion of the visual search task to be completed during MRI
scanning. Exclusion criteria for participation in the MRI scan-
ning session were any one of the following: visual acuity < 20/
40 Snellen on the Freiburg Visual Acuity Test (Bach, 1996);
Dvorine (1963) color plate score < 12; Mini-Mental State
Exam (MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975) score < 27; Beck
Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck, 1978) score >15, or
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-III (WAIS; Wechsler,
1997) vocabulary subtest score < 50th percentile.

The cognitive battery included a total of 12 computerized
RT and standardized psychometric tests, with four tests ad-
ministered for each of three domains of fluid cognition:
perceptual-motor speed, executive function, and episodic
memory (Howard et al., 2022; Madden, Jain, et al., 2020a;
Madden, Parks, Tallman, Boylan, Hoagey, Cocjin, Packard,
et al., 2017b). Each domain included one test from the cogni-
tion section of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Toolbox
(Gershon et al., 2013). Perceptual-motor speed was measured
from three computer-administered RT tests (simple RT and
two versions of choice RT), and number correct in 85 s from
the NIH Toolbox Pattern Comparison Test. Executive func-
tion was measured from two computer-administered tests
(two-choice digit symbol comparison RT and flanker task
incompatible RT divided by compatible RT), a standardized
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psychometric test (Trails B minus Trails A; Reitan, 1971), and
the computed score on the NIH Toolbox Dimensional Change
Card Sort Test. Episodic memory was measured from two
computer-administered tests (a 6-item shape change detection
task; Saults & Cowan, 2007) and 20-min delayed recall of 16
words, one psychometric test (WAIS logical memory delayed;
Wechsler, 1997), and the computed score for the NIH
Toolbox Picture Sequence Memory Test. We used the
unrotated first factor from a factor analysis of all 12 tests as
a measure of general fluid cognition, and the first factor from
each set of four tests for perceptual speed, executive function,
and episodic memory as indicators of these cognitive domains
(Hedden et al., 2012; Hedden et al., 2016; Madden, Jain, et al.,
2020a; Madden, Parks, Tallman, Boylan, Hoagey, Cocjin,
Packard, et al., 2017b; Salthouse et al., 2015).

Of the 98 participants who completed the first ses-
sion, 20 participants were excluded prior to MRI scan-
ning. Of these, five participants were lost to follow-up,
nine scored below the cutoffs for the sensory and psy-
chometric screening criteria, four did not meet MRI
safety requirements (e.g., claustrophobia, body size,
or metal implant), and two were outliers (>3 standard
deviations) on one or more of the RT cognitive tests.
The remaining 78 participants completed MRI scan-
ning, but 10 individuals were excluded because of ex-
cessive motion during scanning, MRI artifacts or image
processing issues, or overall search performance accu-
racy (during scanning) < 75%. Demographic and psy-
chometric data for the final sample of 68 participants
ages 18–78 years (36 females) are presented in Table 1.
The distribution of participants within each age de-
cades is as follows: 18–30 years (n = 15), 30s (n =
13), 40s (n = 12), 50s (n = 8), 60s (n = 11), and 70s
(n = 9).

Visual search task

During event-related fMRI data acquisition, participants com-
pleted a two-choice discrimination version of visual search,
with letter T and F targets (Fig. 1). A normally oriented T or F
was present in each display. On each trial, a visual display of
five items (one target and four distractors) was presented on a
1,920 × 1,080 resolution screen for 350 ms. In the conjunction
search condition, the distractor items included one rotated T or
F and three T–F hybrids, whereas in the feature search condi-
tion the distractors were Os. Critically, on some trials, one of
the display items could also be a color singleton (a red item
among the dark-gray display items, against a white back-
ground), which could correspond to either the target or one
of the distractors. On each trial, participants responded as to
which target (T or F) was present, using their right index
and middle fingers resting on two buttons on a fiber optic
response box (Current Designs, Philadelphia, PA, USA).

Participants were instructed to respond as quickly as possi-
ble while still being correct. (Feedback regarding response
accuracy was provided during the practice version of the

Table 1 Participant characteristics

M (SD) r with age

% female 52.94 .050

Education (years) 17.412 (2.294) .006

MMSE 29.588 (0.604) .004

BDI 2.647 (3.203) .077

Vocabulary 58.529 (4.530) −.018
Color vision 13.875 (0.476) −.253*
Visual acuity (log MAR) −0.009 (0.085) .355**

General fluid cognition 0.0 (0.969) −.859***
Perceptual speed 0.0 (0.947) −.808***
Executive function 0.0 (0.795) −.784***
Memory 0.0 (0.810) −.679***

N = 68; values are presented as mean (standard deviation [SD]) or per-
centage (% female); MMSE = raw score on Mini-Mental State Exam
(Folstein et al., 1975); BDI = score on the Beck Depression Inventory
(Beck, 1978); Vocabulary = raw score on the Vocabulary subtest of the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale III (Wechsler, 1997); Color vision =
score on Dvorine color plates (Dvorine, 1963); Visual Acuity = logarithm
of the minimum angle of resolution (MAR), for the Freiburg Visual Acuity
Test (Bach, 1996). Log MAR of 0 corresponds to Snellen 20/20, with
negative values corresponding to better resolution. Thus, the positive cor-
relation for acuity represents age-related decline in this measure. General
fluid cognition = factor score for 12 reaction time (RT) and psychometric
tests sampling the three cognitive domains of perceptual speed, executive
function, and memory, with four tests per domain. Perceptual speed =
factor score for four RT and psychometric tests of perceptual speed.
Executive function = factor score for four RT and psychometric tests of
executive function. Memory = factor score for four RT and psychometric
tests of memory. Factor score correlations with age are covaried for sex and
WAIS vocabulary. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001

Fig. 1 Visual search displays. During fMRI data acquisition, participants
completed a visual search task where they decided which target letter
(upright T or F) was present on each 350-ms display. On each display,
one of six unique trial types were possible, including one of two types of
search condition (conjunction, feature) and one of three types of salient
color singleton (distractor, none, target). In the feature search condition,
the distractors were all Os. In the conjunction search condition, the
distractors were rotated Ts, Fs, and T/F hybrids, with three hybrids and
one rotated T or F present in each display. (Color figure online)
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task, in the screening session, but not during the fMRI ses-
sion.) Six task conditions comprised two search conditions
(conjunction, feature) combined with three color singleton
conditions (distractor, target, or none). Participants com-
pleted a brief (12 trials) practice block in the scanner, and
then 60 test trials during each of the four event-related
fMRI runs (240 trials).

Across the four runs, there were 40 trials (20 per T/F
target) for each of the six task conditions, with the excep-
tion of one trial in the conjunction distractor condition that
was miscoded and corrected, yielding 39 conjunction-
distractor trials and 41 conjunction-none trials. Across the
120 test trials for each search condition (conjunction, fea-
ture), each of the T and F targets occurred 12 times at each
of the five display locations. The 60 trials within each fMRI
run contained 9–11 instances for each combination of
search condition and color singleton, distributed randomly.
Each trial began with a fixation cross with variable duration
(jitter), followed by the search display for a duration of 350
ms, then a 2650 ms response screen, during which the dis-
play was white. We measured RT from display onset,
allowing a total of 3,000 ms for the response. Following
the response period, the fixation cross returned to begin
the next trial. The jitter duration was varied among values
of 1,500, 3,000, 4,500 ms, and 6,000 ms defined by multi-
ples of the fMRI repetition time (TR) value (1,500 ms). The
average jitter across trials was 3,000 ms. The jitter values
and trial order across conditions were randomized and op-
timized using the Optseq2 program (Dale, 1999; https://
surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/optseq). We constructed two
different sequential orders (forward and reverse) of the
four blocks of test trials and combined those with the two
assignments of the targets to the response buttons, for a
total of four test list versions that were varied across
participants.

Display presentation and response acquisition were con-
trolled by a Windows-based computer running E-Prime 2.0
(Psychology Software Tools, Sharpsburg, PA, USA).
Displays were rear projected to a mirror that was 71 cm from
the projector and 11 cm from the participant’s eyes. The five
display items were isoluminant red and dark gray, on a white
background, and were located at approximately the 12, 2, 5, 7,
and 10 o’clock positions. The available space for each display
item was approximately 1o square. Due to the nature of the
stimuli, the height and width of individual items ranged from
0.56o to 0.90o, with the nontarget circles (0.90o × 0.90o)
being slightly larger than the letter T (0.58o × 0.90o) and
F (0.56o × 0.88o) targets during feature search. The mid-
points of the five display items were arranged along the
diameter of a circle approximately 3.0o in size. The center
of each display location was varied slightly (10–20 pixels)
across trials, to reduce adaptation effects, and the edges of
adjacent letters were separated by at least 0.83o.

Diffusion decision model parameters

In the diffusion decision model (Fig. 2), overall RT for each
participant comprises several decisional components that can
be identified from analyses of the complete distributions of
RT for correct and incorrect responses, and error rate (Dutilh
et al., 2019; Ratcliff et al., 2016; Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008;
Voss, Nagler, & Lerche, 2013a; Wagenmakers et al., 2007).
The diffusion decisionmodel has been applied to a wide range
of two-choice response tasks, ranging from psychophysical
studies of brightness discrimination (Ratcliff et al., 2003) to
visual search (Madden, Siciliano, et al., 2020b), flanker
tasks (Servant & Evans, 2020), lexical and semantic cate-
gory decisions (Madden et al., 2010; Ratcliff et al., 2004;
Voss, Rothermund, et al., 2013b), and recognition memory
(Ratcliff & McKoon, 2015; Spaniol et al., 2006). Here, we
focus on three parameters: the rate of evidence accumula-
tion towards one of the two response boundaries (drift rate;
v), sensory and motor response processes (nondecision
time; t0), and cautiousness (boundary separation; a). Drift
rate and nondecision time can vary across trials, but bound-
ary separation is assumed to remain constant across trials.
Previous applications of the diffusion decision model in
aging have consistently found age-related increases in non-
decision time and cautiousness (Madden, Siciliano, et al.,
2020b; Ratcliff, 2008; Ratcliff et al., 2003; Ratcliff et al.,
2004; Servant & Evans, 2020). Age-related decline in drift
rate has also been observed but is more variable and task
dependent (Madden et al., 2010; Spaniol et al., 2006;
Thapar et al., 2003). We estimated these decisional compo-
nents with the EZ-diffusion model (Wagenmakers et al.,
2007). This method uses a mathematically simplified

Fig. 2 The diffusion decision model. Information from each participant’s
reaction time (RT) distributions for correct and incorrect responses pro-
vides estimates of drift rate (v), which is the rate at which information is
accumulated to make a decision; nondecision time (t0), which is the time
spent on processes such as encoding the display items and selecting a
response; and boundary separation (a), which is the amount of informa-
tion required for a decision (i.e., cautiousness)
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algorithm that estimates fewer parameters than other ver-
sions of the diffusion decision model, but the EZ-diffusion
model is as successful as more complex methods in recov-
ering the underlying parameters (Dutilh et al., 2019; van
Ravenzwaaij & Oberauer, 2009).

We conducted linear regression and analysis of variance
(ANOVA) of drift rate, nondecision time, and boundary sep-
aration with SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA).
Power analyses (Faul et al., 2007) indicated that with 68 par-
ticipants, a Pearson correlation r value of 0.35 (r2 = .123)
would be detected as significant at alpha = 0.05 (two-tailed),
with a power of 0.84. For the ANOVAs, the difference be-
tween two within-subjects conditions, corresponding to a
small-to-medium effect size f of 0.20 (Cohen, 1988) would
be detected at alpha = 0.05 (two-tailed) with a power of 0.90.

Imaging data acquisition

We collected the imaging data at Duke University Medical
Center on a 3T GE Signa Ultra High Performance whole-
body 60 cm bore MRI scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha,
WI, USA) equipped with a 48 channel receive-only head coil.
Participants wore earplugs to reduce scanner noise, and foam
pads were used to minimize head motion.

Structural imaging was a single T1-weighted 3D fast
inverse-recovery-prepared spoiled gradient recalled sequence
acquired as 292 axial slices with TR = 2203.5 ms, echo time
(TE) = 3.076 ms, inversion recovery time (TI) = 900 ms, field
of view (FOV) = 240 × 240 mm, flip angle = 8o, voxel size =
0.47 x 0.47 x 0.50 mm3, acquisition matrix = 512 × 512 mm,
and a sensitivity encoding (SENSE) factor = 2.

The event-related fMRI of the visual search task was
conducted over four runs of a T2*-weighted echo-planar
imaging (EPI) sequence sensitive to the blood oxygen-
level-dependent (BOLD) signal. Each of the task-related
runs included 264 brain volumes collected over 6.60 min.
Fifty contiguous axial slices were acquired parallel to the
plane connecting the anterior and posterior commissures,
with TR = 1,500 ms, TE = 30 ms, FOV = 256 mm × 256
mm, flip angle = 60o, voxel size = 2 mm3, acquisition
matrix = 128 × 128 mm, and a SENSE factor = 2.

During the scanning session, data from several other imag-
ing modalities were acquired, including resting-state fMRI,
susceptibility-weighted angiography, diffusion-weighted im-
aging, and fluid attenuated inversion recovery imaging, to be
reported separately.

Functional MRI data analysis

We used tools from fMRIPrep (Esteban et al., 2019) and FSL
(FMRIB's Software Library, www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) for
processing of the fMRI data. In fMRIPrep, we conducted
motion correction using MCFLIRT (Jenkinson et al., 2002),

slice timing correction using AFNI’s 3dTshift (Analysis of
Functional NeuroImages; Cox, 1996), and susceptibility-
induced distortion correction using the Advanced
Normalization Tools (ANTs) symmetric normalization tech-
nique (Treiber et al., 2016). We then completed several steps
in FSL’s FEAT: removal of the first four brain volumes (dis-
abled data acquisitions; disdaqs) for each task run, skull strip-
ping using the brain extraction tool (Smith, 2002), spatial
smoothing using a Gaussian kernel with a full width at half
maximum of 4 mm, high-pass filtering (cutoff = 90 s), and
grand-mean intensity normalization of the entire 4D dataset by
a single multiplicative factor. Time-series statistical analysis
was carried out using FILM with local autocorrelation correc-
tion (Woolrich et al., 2001). We then registered the functional
data to each participant’s T1-weighted image using FLIRT,
and then to a study-specific template aligned to a Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) 152 template (2-mm3 resolution)
using a combination of FLIRT and FNIRT (Jenkinson et al.,
2002; Jenkinson & Smith, 2001). The study-specific template
was a composite structural image averaged across these 68
participants, created within the ANTs script for multivariate
construction. The final preprocessed data were used as input
for the lower-level analyses. Across the 68 participants, we
excluded the data for five runs (two runs for one participant
and one run for each of three other participants), in which
visual search accuracy was < 75%.

For each participant and each run, we constructed a
model of the BOLD signal for each trial type in FSL’s
FEAT. Each model included six explanatory variables
representing correct responses to the six task conditions
(two search conditions × three types of singletons), plus
errors and RT outlier trials combined in a seventh explan-
atory variable, as well as each event’s temporal derivative.
Voxelwise modeling was conducted with a stick function
(duration = 0 s) convolved with double γ hemodynamic
response function and contrasted against the implicit base-
line (jitter). The modeled data were then averaged across
the four task runs for each participant using fixed effects
modeling.

We focused on several contrasts to investigate specific ef-
fects within the visual search task. The all trials > implicit
baseline contrast compared all trials, to the blank inter-trial
interval (jitter), without designating task condition, with the
goal of estimating the activation for all processes shared be-
tween conjunction and feature search. To limit our primary
analyses to voxels with positive activation, we used the result-
ing cluster map from this contrast as a prethreshold mask for
the following task condition contrasts, which were defined
based on a prior report that increases in BOLD activation
correspond to increases in RT (Yarkoni et al., 2009). The
conjunction > feature search contrast reflects the decreased
search efficiency and increased activation for conjunction
search relative to feature search, averaged across singleton
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type. Displays with a salient target, if in fact an enhance-
ment effect, should reduce RT and activation, relative to
displays without a color singleton (Liu & Pleskac, 2011;
Madden, Parks, Tallman, Boylan, Hoagey, Cocjin,
Johnson, et al., 2017a; Madden, Siciliano, et al.,
2020b). Thus, we defined this contrast as none > target
singleton. On the other hand, relative to displays without
a color singleton, displays with a salient distractor should
increase RT and the corresponding activation needed for
target identification, as a result of attentional capture by a
salient nontarget. We thus defined this contrast as
distractor singleton > none. We conducted the target
and distractor singleton contrasts separately within the
conjunction and feature search conditions and examined
the reverse contrasts (i.e., feature > conjunction search,
target > none, and none > distractor). We conducted
group-level one sample t-tests on the above outputs using
FMRIB’s Local Analysis of Mixed Effects Stage 1
(Beckmann et al., 2003; Woolrich et al., 2004).
Significant clusters were identified using corrected clus-
ter thresholding with false discovery rate (FDR) proce-
dures to correct for multiple comparisons and nonpara-
metric statistical thresholds of z > 3.1, p < .05 for trials
> implicit baseline and z > 2.3, p < .05 for all other
contrasts.

To assess relations among search-related activation,
search performance, and chronological age, we used
FSL’s featquery to extract the average parameter estimates
from 5-mm spheres centered on the peak voxel of each
significant cluster. We then conducted separate linear re-
gressions with activation from each sphere predicting drift
rate, nondecision time, and age, corrected for multiple com-
parisons using FDR procedures (Benjamini & Hochberg,
1995). Finally, we tested for moderation and mediation ef-
fects associated with the activation in each sphere using
PROCESS (Hayes & Rockwood, 2017). We created a mod-
el with paths for the relations among predictor variables
(age and activation) and the outcome variable (search per-
formance). For each sphere, regardless of its relation to
search performance across the sample, we tested whether
age moderated the relation between activation and visual
search performance (i.e., an interaction between predictor
variables). For each sphere with a significant relation to
search performance after FDR correction, we tested wheth-
er activation mediated the relation between age and visual
search performance (i.e., an interaction between model
paths). Moderation and mediation effects were considered
significant if the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) did not
contain zero after 10,000 bootstrap replacements.
Significant moderation effects were probed using the
Johnson–Neyman technique (Bauer & Curran, 2005;
Johnson & Fay, 1950). All analyses with drift rate and non-
decision time were covaried for visual acuity.

Results

Visual search performance

Following the exclusion of five runs with accuracy < 75%
(two runs for one participant and one run for each of three
other participants), 16,020 trials remained. Following the ad-
ditional exclusion of 879 incorrect trials and 17 trials exceed-
ing our RT outlier thresholds of < 250 ms and >2,500 ms,
15,124 trials were included in the final behavioral and fMRI
analyses. Mean RT for correct responses and mean accuracy
for these trials are presented in Table 2.

Diffusion decision model parameters Our application of the
diffusion decision model (Wagenmakers et al., 2007) assumes
that the starting point of evidence accumulation is located
equidistantly between the response boundaries (T vs. F).
Preliminary analyses of the mean RT and accuracy data indi-
cated that errors were slower than correct responses
(Supplementary Table 1), which suggests that the errors were
driven more by variation in drift rate than by variation in the
starting point across trials (Wagenmakers et al., 2007).
Importantly, the starting point for evidence accumulation
was not biased towards one of the response boundaries and
did not vary significantly with age (Supplementary Table 2).

Because cautiousness (boundary separation; a) is assumed
to be constant across trials unless manipulated explicitly, the a
parameter was treated as a participant-level variable.
Boundary separation increased with age, r = .363, p < .01,
indicating a more conservative decision threshold as a func-
tion of increasing age.

Search condition and singleton effects Mean values for drift
rate (v) and nondecision time (t0) are presented in Fig. 3. We
conducted a univariate ANOVA on each of these two out-
come variables, with search condition (conjunction, feature)
and singleton (distractor, none, target) as within-person vari-
ables. The main effects of search condition and singleton, and

Table 2 Mean reaction time and accuracy

Search Condition Singleton RT Accuracy

Conjunction Distractor 994 (159) 0.931 (0.057)

Conjunction None 907 (153) 0.946 (0.052)

Conjunction Target 792 (146) 0.964 (0.037)

Feature Distractor 695 (109) 0.981 (0.026)

Feature None 690 (108) 0.978 (0.026)

Feature Target 688 (115) 0.972 (0.037)

n = 68. Values are presented as mean ms (standard deviation [SD]) for
reaction time (RT) and mean proportion correct (SD) for accuracy
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the Search Condition × Singleton interaction, were significant
for both drift rate and nondecision time (Table 3). To follow
up the Condition × Singleton interactions, we used paired t
tests to examine the specific effects of the target and distractor
singletons, relative to the no-singleton condition, within each
search condition, separately for drift rate and nondecision
time (Bonferroni corrected for four comparisons, p < .013).
These values (Table 4) were defined such that the difference
between singleton conditions would be numerically positive.
For drift rate, higher values reflect faster evidence accumula-
tion; thus, the target singleton effect was defined as target
minus none, and the distractor singleton effect was defined
as none minus distractor. For nondecision time, higher values
reflect additional time for encoding or response implementa-
tion; thus, the target singleton effect was defined as none mi-
nus target, and the distractor singleton effect was defined as
distractor minus none.

Within the conjunction search condition, both the target
and distractor singleton effects were significant, for both
drift rate and nondecision time (Table 4). Within the fea-
ture search condition, neither the target nor the distractor
singleton effect was significant, for either drift rate or non-
decision time.

Age-related effects Drift rate and nondecision time are pre-
sented as a function of age in Fig. 4. For both outcome vari-
ables, we first assessed age-related differences separately
within the feature search and conjunction search conditions,
averaged across singletons. In these age-related correlations
(Bonferroni corrected for two comparisons, p < .025), we
covaried the visual acuity measure obtained during Session
1. We found that the average drift rate decreased significantly
with age for conjunction search, r = −.367, p < .01, but not for
feature search, r = −.113, ns, and the difference between these
two correlations was significant by Steiger’s z (Steiger, 1980),

Table 4 Target and distractor singleton effects for drift rate and
nondecision time as a function of age

M SD t r with age

Feature search: Target singleton vs. none

Drift rate −0.016 (0.070) −1.93 −.049
Nondecision time 0.010 (0.066) 1.31 −.084

Feature search: Distractor singleton vs. none

Drift rate −0.006 (0.071) −0.65 .125

Nondecision time 0.014 (0.064) 1.79 −.067
Conjunction search: Target singleton vs. none

Drift rate 0.044 (0.050) 7.19*** .198

Nondecision time 0.049 (0.071) 5.74*** −.076
Conjunction search: Distractor singleton vs. none

Drift rate 0.021 (0.043) 3.96*** −.194
Nondecision time 0.062 (0.072) 7.11*** .033

N = 68. Correlations are covaried for visual acuity. None of the correla-
tions were significant at p < .05, uncorrected. SD = standard deviation; t =
difference between singleton and none conditions. M = differences be-
tween singleton and nonsingleton (none) conditions, defined so that the
outcome variable would usually be positive. For target singleton vs. none,
the drift rate effect was defined as target minus none, whereas the non-
decision time effect was defined as none minus target. For distractor
singleton vs. none, the drift rate effect was defined as none minus
distractor, and the nondecision time effect was defined as distractor minus
none. ***p < .0001 (corrected)

Table 3 Analysis of variance (ANOVA) effects for drift rate and non-
decision time

dfnum dfden F p <

Drift Rate

Task 1 67 259.75 .0001

Singleton 2 134 8.41 .0004

Task × Singleton 2 134 37.11 .0001

Nondecision Time

Task 1 67 253.83 .0001

Singleton 2 134 61.97 .0001

Task × Singleton 2 134 25.91 .0001

Fig. 3 Visual search performance. Bar graphs display drift rate (a) and
nondecision time (b) as a function of search condition and singleton.
Higher values for drift rate and lower values for nondecision time

indicate better performance. Error bars represent the standard error of
the mean. Dist = distractor; Targ = target
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z = 2.588, p < .01. The age-related effect for nondecision time,
in contrast, increased significantly with age for both conjunc-
tion search, r = .611, p < .001, and feature search, r = .639, p <
.001, and these correlations did not differ significantly by
Steiger’s z.

Correlations with age for the target and distractor singleton
effects, for drift rate and nondecision time, are presented in
Table 4 as a function of search condition. Covarying for visual
acuity, neither the target nor distractor singleton effect within
either search condition was correlated significantly with age,
even at a more liberal threshold of p < .05 (uncorrected).

Task-related activation and visual search performance

All trials versus baselineWe observed an extensive pattern of
overall task-related activation that spanned subcortical and
frontal, parietal, and occipital regions (Fig. 5a and Table 5).
As noted previously (FunctionalMRI Data Analysis), we used
this cluster map as a prethreshold mask for each subsequent
task condition contrast.

Conjunction search versus feature search As predicted, the
conjunction > feature search contrast yielded eight signif-
icant clusters representing extensive frontoparietal activa-
tion, with local maxima in the left inferior parietal cortex,
left FEF, left primary visual cortex, left posterior cingu-
late, bilateral insula, and bilateral thalamus (Fig. 5b and
Table 5). We did not observe any significant clusters for
the reverse contrast (feature > conjunction search).

Linear regression analyses indicated that increased ac-
tivation from spheres around the peak voxels of the bilat-
eral insula clusters significantly predicted the decrease in
drift rate for conjunction search relative to feature search,
r2 ≥ .178, pFDR ≤ .036 (Fig. 6a–b). Activation in these
clusters did not significantly predict the increase in non-
decision time for conjunction search relative to feature
search.

Target singleton effectsAs predicted, the target singleton con-
trast (none > target), within conjunction search, yielded five
significant clusters of deactivation for target singletons, in the
bilateral superior parietal cortex, right FEF, right supplemen-
tary motor area (SMA), and right insula (Fig. 5c and Table 5).
We did not observe any significant clusters for the reverse
contrast (target > none) within conjunction search or for either
contrast within feature search.

Linear regression analyses indicated that increased
target-related deactivation, in a sphere around the peak vox-
el of the right SMA, significantly predicted a smaller dif-
ference in nondecision time for displays with a salient target
relative to displays without a color singleton, r2 = .120,
pFDR = .040 (Fig. 6c). Activation in this cluster did not
significantly predict the target singleton effect for drift rate.

Distractor singleton effects The distractor singleton contrast
(distractor > none), within conjunction search, yielded a sig-
nificant cluster of activation in the left inferior parietal cortex,

Fig. 4 Age-related differences in visual search performance. Scatterplots display drift rate (a–c) and nondecision time (d–f) as a function of age,
separately for each search condition and singleton and while covarying for visual acuity. (Color figure online)
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as expected (Fig. 5d and Table 5). We did not observe any
significant clusters for the reverse contrast (none > distractor)
within conjunction search or for either contrast within feature
search.

In contrast to our predictions, linear regression analyses
indicated that activation in a sphere around the peak voxel of
the left inferior parietal cluster did not significantly predict the
distractor singleton effect for either drift rate or nondecision
time.

Age-related differences in task-related activation

Conjunction search versus feature search We assessed age-
related differences in the parameter estimates of activation
from spheres around the eight significant peak voxels identi-
fied by the conjunction > feature search contrast (Fig. 5b and
Table 5). Linear regressions analyses indicated significant
age-related increases in activation for the bilateral insula, r2

≥ .142, pFDR ≤ .004 (Fig. 7a–b).
We then conducted mediation (for the bilateral insula

spheres related to drift rate) and moderation (for all eight sig-
nificant spheres) analyses (Hayes, 2013; Hayes & Rockwood,
2017), to clarify the relation of the activation variables to the
relation between age and search performance. In these models,

the outcome variables were the difference between conjunc-
tion search and feature search for drift rate or nondecision
time.

Mediation analyses indicated that increased activation in
the left insula significantly mediated the relation between
age and the decrease in drift rate for conjunction search rela-
tive to feature search (Table 6, Model 1). To confirm that this
mediation effect does not simply reflect the shared variance
among the variables, we examined an alternative model in
which the decline in drift rate for conjunction search, relative
to feature search, was the mediator of the relation between age
and the left insula activation. Mediation in this alternative
model was not significant (Table 6, Model 2).

Moderation analyses indicated that the relation between
activation and the decrease in drift rate for conjunction
search relative to feature search varied with age in the left
FEF, t(63) = −2.229, p = .029, CI [−2.70-e5, −1.00-e6],
right insula, t(63) = −2.229, p = .029, CI [−2.40-e5,
−1.00-e6], and left inferior parietal cortex, t(63) =
−2.027, p = .046, CI [−2.10-e5, −2.00-e7]. Johnson–
Neyman analyses (Johnson & Fay, 1950) indicated that
activation significantly predicted drift rate only for indi-
viduals younger than 30, 44, or 40 years of age, respec-
tively, r2 ≥ .229, p ≤ .009 (Fig. 6d–f).

Fig. 5 Task-related fMRI activation. Significant clusters are displayed for
all trials relative to the implicit baseline (a), conjunction search relative to
feature search, averaged across singleton conditions (b), none relative to
target singletons within conjunction search (c), and distractors relative to
none singletons within conjunction search (d). Activation was false

discovery rate (FDR) corrected at p < .05 and thresholded at z > 3.1 for
all trials > implicit baseline or z > 2.3 for all other contrasts. Activation is
displayed in Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 152 space, with a
study-specific anatomical image as the underlay, in radiological orienta-
tion (left [L] = right [R]). (Color figure online)
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Target singleton effects We assessed age-related differences
in the activation from spheres around the five significant peak
voxels identified in the conjunction none > target contrast
(Fig. 5c and Table 5). Linear regressions analyses indicated
significant age-related increases in the magnitude of target-
related deactivation in the right insula and right SMA, r2 ≥
.079 pFDR ≤ .050 (Fig. 7c–d). We did not observe significant
evidence of moderation or mediation for the target singleton
effect for either drift rate or nondecision time.

Distractor singleton effects Finally, we assessed age-related
differences in the activation from a sphere around the peak
voxel of the left inferior parietal cluster identified in the con-
junction distractor > none contrast (Fig. 5d and Table 5). In
contrast to our expectation, linear regression analyses indicat-
ed that age did not significantly predict activation in this clus-
ter. We also did not observe significant evidence of modera-
tion for the distractor singleton effect for either drift rate or
nondecision time.

Discussion

The decline in fluid cognition observed during healthy ag-
ing includes an increased vulnerability to the attentional
demands of conjunction search, as well as increased activa-
tion within regions of the frontoparietal network. The
distracting and beneficial effects of salient display items
in search performance, however, are often constant with
adult age. Direct comparisons of these effects across previ-
ous fMRI studies of visual search are difficult because pre-
vious studies differ in the nature of the target identification
response, the difficulty of the search task, and the type of
salience. Here, we used event-related fMRI and diffusion
decision modeling to understand age-related differences in
target enhancement and distractor interference from a color
singleton, in feature search and conjunction search, with a
two-choice version of target discrimination. Our findings
extend several previously reported effects in the literature,
but also suggest that age-related differences both in
frontoparietal activation, and in the effects of salient target

Table 5 Significant clusters for each contrast of interest

Cluster x y z Max z Size (voxels) BA

All trials > baseline

L inferior parietal cortex −40 −38 40 10.10 47,823 40

R posterior cingulate 4 −32 26 8.15 484 23

L orbital frontal cortex −20 42 −6 4.79 89 10

R middle temporal gyrus 48 −28 −6 4.88 78 21

R putamen 18 12 −4 4.33 72 49

Conjunction search > feature search

L inferior parietal cortex −42 −44 42 8.15 9,272 40

R insula 34 24 −2 8.30 5,757 13

L frontal eye field −44 0 34 7.73 2,377 6

L primary visual cortex −12 −76 10 5.04 849 17

L insula −34 22 0 7.98 595 13

L thalamus −2 −32 −2 3.80 200 50

L posterior cingulate 0 −30 26 4.72 177 23

R thalamus 10 −20 12 3.75 113 50

Conjunction none > target singletons

R superior parietal cortex 22 −68 54 3.95 1,169 7

L superior parietal cortex −18 −66 46 3.68 703 7

R supplementary motor area 4 20 46 4.21 315 8

R insula 34 24 2 4.21 228 13

R frontal eye field 46 6 28 4.28 211 6

Conjunction distractor > none singletons

L inferior parietal cortex −38 −52 54 3.28 134 40

Clusters that exhibited a significant voxelwise main effect (z > 3.1, p < .05 for all trials > implicit baseline; z > 2.3, p < .05 for all other contrasts) are
described with their peak voxel (x, y, z coordinates in Montreal Neurological Institute [MNI] 152 space), maximum z-statistic (z-max), and size (number
of voxels). Clusters were labeled using automated anatomical labeling (https://github.com/yunshiuan/label4MRI/). R = right; L = left; BA = Brodmann’s
area
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Fig. 6 Activation-performance relations. For select clusters in which the
corresponding trial type difference was significant, activation parameter
estimates from spheres around their peak voxels are plotted against visual
search performance (drift rate or nondecision time), separately for the
conjunction search versus feature search contrast (a, b) or the conjunction
none versus target singletons contrast (c). For clusters in which age
moderated the relation between performance and activation in the

conjunction > feature search contrast, parameter estimates from those
spheres are plotted against drift rate (d–f). Reported r2 values and their
corresponding p values were corrected for multiple comparisons using
FDR procedures and covaried for visual acuity. The shaded gray area
around the regression line represents 95% confidence intervals. L = left; R
= right; FEF = frontal eye field; SMA = supplementary motor area; Conj =
conjunction search; Feat = feature search

Fig. 7 Age-related differences in activation. For select clusters in which
the activation difference between conjunction search and feature search
(conj > feat; a–b) or conjunction none versus target singletons (none >
target; c–d) was significant, activation parameter estimates from spheres
around their peak voxels are plotted against chronological age (years).

Reported r2 values and their corresponding p values were corrected for
multiple comparisons using FDR procedures. The shaded gray area
around the regression line represents 95% confidence intervals. L = left;
R = right; SMA = supplementary motor area
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and distractor items on search performance, are related to
the increased attentional demands imposed by conjunction
search.

Visual search performance

The present study is, to our knowledge, the first direct com-
parison of feature search and conjunction search with the dif-
fusion decision model. Consistent with the extant search liter-
ature based on mean RT (Duncan & Humphreys, 1989;
Wolfe, 2014; Wolfe & Horowitz, 2004), we found that search
performance was substantially less efficient during conjunc-
tion search than during feature search, expressed here in Fig. 3
as a decline in the rate of evidence accumulation (v; drift rate).
This difference in drift rate was expected due to differences in
the featural composition of the displays, where the T and F
targets had high similarity to distractors during conjunction
search (rotated Ts and Fs, and T–F hybrids) but low similarity
to the distractors during feature search (Os). The t0 nondeci-
sion time parameter, however, also varied between the search
conditions, with a relatively higher nondecision time during
conjunction search (Fig. 3 and Table 4). This latter effect is
surprising because feature search and conjunction search have
generally similar nondecision components, including the ini-
tial visual encoding of a five-item display and selection of a
two-choice, button press response. It is possible that the in-
creased visual complexity of the conjunction search displays
led to additional time required for visual encoding.
Alternatively, as Voss, Nagler, and Lerche (2013a) noted,
nondecision time can also include response selection as well

as response execution, and the selection process may involve
rechecking in the more difficult conjunction search condition.

We also found that, relative to a neutral (no-singleton) dis-
play, search performance improved when the color singleton
corresponded to the target, and performance was disrupted
when the color singleton corresponded to a distractor. These
effects, evident in both drift rate and nondecision time, are
consistent with the previous literature on attentional capture
from a salient display item (Theeuwes, 2014; Yantis, 1996). A
novel contribution from this analysis is that the effects of the
target and distractor singletons were significant only within
conjunction search (Fig. 3), where target–distractor similarity
may have limited the ability to focus on specific target features
or suppress distractors (Geng et al., 2019; Leber & Egeth,
2006; Ruthruff & Gaspelin, 2018; Stilwell & Gaspelin,
2021; Theeuwes, 2014; Wöstmann et al., 2022). Whereas vi-
sual salience is a highly influential determinant of search per-
formance (Theeuwes, 2013), the color singleton in this task
was not associated with significant differences in feature
search performance. It is possible that participants could sup-
press attentional capture from the feature search distractor
singletons (Geng et al., 2019; Ruthruff & Gaspelin, 2018;
Stilwell & Gaspelin, 2021; Wöstmann et al., 2022), although
performance for displays with a distractor was not significant-
ly better than the neutral (no-singleton) displays. It is more
likely that the present design allowed participants to adopt a
top-down, preparatory set for the features of the T/F targets in
the feature search condition, which enabled them to ignore the
irrelevant dimension of color (Leber & Egeth, 2006).
Although top-down strategies are less effective when
distractors are either previously presented targets (Gaspelin

Table 6 Mediation models of age, activation, and drift rate

β SE t p Lower CI Upper CI

Model 1: x = age; m = left insula activation (conj > feature); y = drift rate (feature > conj)

Age (a path) 11.574 3.569 3.218 .002 4.392 18.756

L insula activation (b path) 0.00004 0.00001 3.762 < .001 0.00002 0.00006

Total effect for age (c path) 0.0005 0.0003 1.602 .114 −0.0001 0.0012

Direct effect for age (c′ path) 0.0008 0.0003 0.236 .814 −0.0006 0.0007

Mediation effect (ab interaction) 0.0005 0.0002 – – 0.00011 0.00084

Model 2: x = age; m = drift rate (feature > conj); y = left insula activation (conj > feature)

Age (a path) 0.0005 0.0003 1.602 .114 −0.0001 0.0012

Drift rate (b path) 4549.98 1209.18 3.762 < .001 2134.36 6965.61

Total effect for age (c path) 11.574 3.569 3.218 .002 4.392 18.756

Direct effect for age (c′ path) 9.122 3.344 2.728 .008 2.442 15.802

Mediation effect (ab interaction) 2.452 1.897 – – −0.514 6.837

a, b, c, paths in mediation model, with x as predictor variable, y as outcome variable, and m as mediator; a = path from predictor to mediator; b = path
frommediator to outcome, controlling for a path; c = total effect of predictor; c′ = direct effect of predictor, controlling for mediator; ab = interaction of a
and b paths representing indirect influence of x as mediated by m; β = unstandardized regression coefficient; SE = standard error; Lower/Upper CI =
lower/upper bounds of 95% confidence intervals, estimated from bootstrap sampling with 10,000 samples; Conj = conjunction. Visual acuity was
modeled as a covariate and significant effects are in boldface
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et al., 2019) or occur with an abrupt onset (Adams et al.,
2022), neither of these conditions were used in the current
design. Instead, the current observation of significant perfor-
mance disruptions from salient distractors during conjunction
search, but not feature search, suggests that increased target–
distractor similarity may further hinder the successful use of
top-down strategies.

Age-related differences Previous reports of larger age effects on
conjunction search, relative to feature search, have relied on
mean RT and accuracy as outcome measures (Bennett et al.,
2012; Hommel et al., 2004; Humphrey & Kramer, 1997;
Müller-Oehring et al., 2014; Plude & Doussard-Roosevelt,
1989). Here, using a novel application of the diffusion decision
model of RT, we demonstrated similar age-related slowing in
nondecision time for conjunction search and feature search, but
an age-related decline in the rate of evidence accumulation (drift
rate) that was specific to conjunction search (Fig. 3 and Table 4).
Madden, Siciliano, et al. (2020b) also observed that drift rate in a
feature search task did not vary significantly with adult age,
whereas age-related slowing was prominent in nondecision
time. We further found that boundary separation increased with
age, representing increased cautiousness, although the task con-
ditions could not be compared on this parameter because they
were randomized across trials. Age-related increases in nonde-
cision time and cautiousness are themost reliable findings across
various applications of the diffusion decision model to aging
(Madden, Siciliano, et al., 2020b; Ratcliff, 2008; Ratcliff et al.,
2003; Ratcliff et al., 2004; Servant & Evans, 2020). Age-related
decline in drift rate has also been reported (Madden et al., 2009;
Madden et al., 2010; Spaniol et al., 2006; Thapar et al., 2003),
but appears to require a threshold level of task complexity or
attentional demand, as in the present version of conjunction
search.

The enhancement of search performance from target sin-
gletons, and interference from distractor singletons, did not
vary significantly as a function of adult age (Fig. 4).
Although older adults have exhibited increased vulnerability
to distraction in other tasks (Cashdollar et al., 2013; Kane
et al., 1994; Kramer et al., 2000; Mevorach et al., 2016), we
did not detect any age-related differences in the specific ef-
fects of the color singletons. This result, along with the com-
parable level of feature search drift rates across adult age, are
consistent with the idea that at least some forms of attentional
capture and target facilitation remain preserved during healthy
aging (Madden, 2007; Madden & Monge, 2019; Madden,
Spaniol, Bucur, & Whiting, 2007a; Rey-Mermet & Gade,
2018; Wiegand & Wolfe, 2020). From the design of this
study, however, we cannot determine the relative contribution
of top-down and bottom-up attentional processes to this age
constancy of the target and distractor singleton effects. One
possible explanation is the use of isoluminant distractor sin-
gletons, which has been associated with smaller attentional

capture effects than bright onset distractors in both older
(Kramer et al., 2000) and younger (Adams et al., 2022) adults.

Search-related activation

In the fMRI data, our initial hypotheses regarding search-
related activation were largely supported. Across the feature
and conjunction search trials (Fig. 5a and Table 5), overall
search performance was accompanied by activation in broadly
distributed dorsal and ventral frontoparietal regions, as predict-
ed, consistent with previous studies of visual search and target
identification (Corbetta et al., 2008; Corbetta & Shulman,
2002; Nobre & Mesulam, 2014; Shulman et al., 2003; Vossel
et al., 2014). When comparing these search conditions, we
observed that a subset of these subcortical, frontal, parietal,
and occipital regions exhibited increased activation for con-
junction search relative to feature search (Fig. 5b and
Table 5). This finding supports the previously observed pattern
of regional activation observed for conjunction search relative
to feature search (Corbetta et al., 1995; Donner et al., 2002;
Nobre et al., 2003; Remington et al., 2021; Wei et al., 2011).
A novel finding, from the drift diffusion analyses, was that
increasing activation in the bilateral anterior insula for conjunc-
tion > feature search was related to the decrease in drift rate
associated with conjunction search (Fig. 6a–b), whereas the
activation-performance correlation was not significant for non-
decision time. Activation in the anterior insula, a component of
the ventral frontoparietal network, has previously been associ-
ated with the identification of search targets (Madden, Parks,
Tallman, Boylan, Hoagey, Cocjin, Johnson, et al., 2017a;
Shulman et al., 2003). But the anterior insula may function in
a broader manner, as a hub within a midcingulate-insular sa-
lience network, operating as a gatekeeper to orchestrate and
drive activity of other major functional brain networks (Eckert
et al., 2009; Molnar-Szakacs & Uddin, 2022). Although this
correlation with drift rate is new evidence highlighting the role
of feature-extraction processes in conjunction search, we can-
not determine whether these processes reflect feature binding
specifically, rather than the more general dimension of search
difficulty or efficiency (Wolfe & Horowitz, 2004).

As hypothesized, the additional salience afforded by the color
singleton, when coinciding with the target, was associated with
reduced frontoparietal activation relative to neutral (no-
singleton) displays (Fig. 5c and Table 5). This finding supports
the idea that increased salience will facilitate target identification
(Liu & Pleskac, 2011; Madden, Parks, Tallman, Boylan,
Hoagey, Cocjin, Johnson, et al., 2017a; Madden, Siciliano,
et al., 2020b), as in the case of priming effects (Henson, 2003;
Lustig & Buckner, 2004; Schacter et al., 2007). As expected,
this target enhancement-related deactivation was evident only in
the conjunction search condition. It is likely that evidence from
feature search targets reaches a decision threshold before the
additional information from the color singleton provides
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assistance (Shulman et al., 2003). We further observed that
greater target-related deactivation during conjunction search
was associated with a smaller difference in nondecision time,
but not drift rate, in the right SMA (Fig. 6c). In a previous study
of target absent versus present displays during conjunction
search, Madden, Parks, Tallman, Boylan, Hoagey, Cocjin,
Johnson, et al. (2017a) also observed a relation between target-
related decreases in RT and activation in the FEF, but the rela-
tion was positive. The current finding of a negative relation in
the SMA is a relatively small effect (r2 = .12), and is difficult to
interpret. It is possible that this activation-behavioral correlation
reflects the role of this region in response-related processes
(Nachev et al., 2008). For example, if the selection process
involves re-checking the target identification response in the
more difficult conjunction search condition, this would decrease
the magnitude of the enhancement effect in nondecision time.

Finally, as predicted, we observed significant increases in ac-
tivation for distractor-singleton displays, relative to no-singleton
displays. The location of this distractor-related activation was in
the left inferior parietal cortex (Fig. 5d and Table 5). We had
expected to observe more robust increases in frontoparietal acti-
vation for distractor singletons (Akyurek et al., 2010; de Fockert
et al., 2004; Geng et al., 2006), in view of the fact that no spatial
filtering or top-down strategies were available as a basis for
distractor suppression (Geng et al., 2019; Leber & Egeth, 2006;
Ruthruff & Gaspelin, 2018; Stilwell & Gaspelin, 2021;
Wöstmann et al., 2022). Although distractor singletons were as-
sociated with substantial decrements in both drift rate and non-
decision time for conjunction search (Fig. 3), we did not observe
significant relations between these behavioral effects and
activation in the left inferior parietal cluster. Wöstmann et al.
(2022) do mention that distractor-related effects are often weaker
than target-related effects, and we did have relatively fewer trials
in this contrast (40) than the conjunction versus feature search
contrast (120). However, Huettel and McCarthy (2001) demon-
strated that, with signal averaging, the estimation of the hemody-
namic response function (HRF) is stable with 25 trials per con-
dition, suggesting that there were a sufficient amount of trials for
reliable HRF estimation. An alternative explanation is that
distractor-related activation relies on successful distractor sup-
pression (Cosman et al., 2018). Because all display items in the
current design were relevant as potential targets, complete sup-
pression of distractors was not possible here.

Age-related differences The age-related increase in
frontoparietal activation for conjunction search relative to fea-
ture search (Fig. 7a–b) replicates and extends previous find-
ings from perceptual and cognitive tasks (Dennis & Cabeza,
2008; Eyler et al., 2011; Madden et al., 2005; Madden &
Monge, 2019; Spreng et al., 2010). A novel finding from these
analyses is that activation in the left anterior insula mediated
the relation between age and the decrease in drift rate for
conjunction search relative to feature search (Table 6), as

hypothesized. Thus, the effect of age on the decline in drift
rate for conjunction search was indirect, operating through
age-related increases in activation in the left insula. The rela-
tion between activation and the magnitude of the drift rate
effect was positive (i.e., the b path in Table 6, Model 1),
suggesting that this allocation is more likely to reflect the
increased effort or processing resources associated with visual
feature extraction, than a compensatory strategy.

Moderation analyses further indicated that activation in the
left FEF, right insula, and left inferior parietal cortex was sig-
nificantly related to the decrease in drift rate for conjunction
search, but only for individuals younger than 30, 44, or 40 years
of age, respectively (Fig. 6d–f). The association between con-
junction search-related activation and drift rate in the left FEF
confirm previous fMRI findings suggesting a prominent role
for this region in visual target identification (Madden et al.,
2014; Madden, Parks, Tallman, Boylan, Hoagey, Cocjin,
Johnson, et al., 2017a). Related findings from intracortical
microstimulation (Moore & Armstrong, 2003), neurotransmit-
ter modulation (Noudoost &Moore, 2011), and cortical lesions
(Rossi et al., 2007), raise the possibility that FEF is a specific
site of top-down signals enhancing the activity within visual
cortical regions (Cosman et al., 2018; Miller & Buschman,
2013; Noudoost et al., 2010). However, finding that activation
in the FEF, as well as the right insula and left inferior parietal
cortex, was only related to drift rate for individuals younger
than 30–44 years of age suggests that age-related decline in
search efficiency arises from decreased coupling between
frontoparietal activation and search performance.

Within conjunction search, the deactivation for target sin-
gleton displays, relative to no-singleton displays, in the right
insula and right SMA exhibited an increase as a function of
age (Fig. 7c–d), even though there was no significant age-
related effect in the target enhancement behavioral measures.
Age-related increases in the magnitude of this target enhance-
ment effect may reflect age-related differences in the top-
down emphasis of target-relevant features (Geerligs et al.,
2014; Madden et al., 2004; Madden, Spaniol, Bucur, &
Whiting, 2007a; Müller-Oehring et al., 2014; Whiting et al.,
2005). However, activation the right SMAwas related to non-
decision time, but not drift rate, across the sample, suggesting
that activation in this region is more reflective of age-related
differences in either encoding or response execution than
decision-making processes. Taken together, these findings to-
gether suggest that age-related differences in components of
the dorsal and ventral frontoparietal networks reflect both the
overall efficiency of search and the facilitation from salient
target singletons.

Strengths and limitations

One strength of this study is the diffusion decision modeling,
which allowed us to identify unique cognitive and perceptual-
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motor contributions, and search-related activation, for con-
junction search relative to feature search. Ideally, applying
the diffusion decision model should be based on 200 or more
trials per experimental condition (Wagenmakers et al., 2007).
We thus used a modified version of the model (Wagenmakers
et al., 2007) that is designed for studies with a smaller number
of observations, but has been as successful as the more com-
plete models in recovering the underlying parameters (Dutilh
et al., 2019; van Ravenzwaaij & Oberauer, 2009). The length
of fMRI scanning imposes some practical limitations on data
collection. Nevertheless, with our limited data set of 40 trials
per experimental condition, we detected pronounced differ-
ences between feature search and conjunction search in both
drift rate and nondecision time (Table 3). We also replicated
previously observed age-related increases in nondecision time
and cautiousness (Madden, Siciliano, et al., 2020b; Ratcliff,
2008; Ratcliff et al., 2003; Ratcliff et al., 2004; Servant &
Evans, 2020), and the age-related decline in drift rate that
we observed for conjunction search is consistent with previ-
ous findings (Madden et al., 2010; Spaniol et al., 2006; Thapar
et al., 2003). Extending these findings in fMRI studies with
other search tasks, with larger numbers of observations per
condition, would be valuable.

The continuous age range of the sample participants, span-
ning the second through the eighth decades of life, is also a
strength. An important future direction will be to test whether
increased activation in response to increased visual search de-
mands is similarly observed across later ages (e.g., 80+ years)
and in older adults with cognitive impairment, where deficits in
feature search performance may become more apparent. As a
necessary first step, we characterized age-related differences in
the neural substrates of conjunction search and feature search,
and their relation to salient targets and distractors, across
healthy adults. In particular, we used mediation andmoderation
analyses to characterize the relations among variables, but the
variables we used as mediators and moderators may represent
the effects of other, unmeasured variables, and thus the obtain-
ed results must be interpreted with caution. While our cross-
sectional design does not allow us to satisfy the temporal pre-
cedence requirement for causal interpretations, these results do
provide preliminary evidence that can be used to form hypoth-
eses in future longitudinal work. Finally, while activation stud-
ies provide essential information about the overall magnitude of
task-related activation and help identify task-relevant regions, it
would be valuable to investigate age-related differences in the
functional connectivity among these brain regions in relation to
visual search (Geerligs et al., 2014; Grady, 2017; Madden &
Monge, 2019; Monge et al., 2017).

Conclusions

From this direct comparison of conjunction search and feature
search, diffusion decision model analyses revealed an age-

related slowing of perceptual-motor processing (nondecision
time) within both task conditions, consistent with age-related
decline in speed-based (fluid) cognition. The age-related de-
cline in the rate of evidence accumulation (drift rate), howev-
er, occurs only when attentional demands are sufficiently chal-
lenging, as in conjunction search. Attentional capture from
salient color singletons either facilitates or impairs perfor-
mance, depending on whether the salient display item is a
target or a distractor, respectively. Whereas age-related
slowing contributes to visual search performance, especially
when search is inefficient, we find that components of visual
attention related to the processing of salient target and
distractor items are relatively constant as a function of adult
age. The fMRI data suggest that among the widespread acti-
vation of frontoparietal regions during conjunction search,
relative to feature search, increasing activation of the left an-
terior insula reflects the slowing rate of evidence accumulation
(drift rate) for conjunction search targets across the adult life
span. However, other frontoparietal regions (FEF, inferior pa-
rietal cortex) were only related to drift rate for individuals
younger than 30–44 years of age, suggesting age-related de-
creases in the coupling between frontoparietal activation and
search performance. Finally, we find that target enhancement,
from the addition of a salient but irrelevant feature (color), is
expressed as an improvement in search performance and re-
duced frontoparietal activation, whereas attentional capture
from salient distractors was associated with increased parietal
activation. Age-related differences in frontoparietal activation
therefore reflect declines in the overall efficiency of search,
the facilitation from salient target singletons, and the coupling
between activation and search performance.
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